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HEALTHY HABITS
FOR QUARANTINE

MENTAL HEALTH
MONTH

HOW FAST DOES
FITNESS FADE?

As the curve starts to flatten and
America moves to reopening our
nation, maybe there’s some habits
that you’ve created that you want to
keep...maybe there are some you
want to drop. p. 02

It is time to put yourself first and
acknowledge that your mental health is
important. This month is the time to
spotlight to the importance of mental
health and stop the stigma. p. 03

You've been putting in the work.
Countless hours at the gym. And
now what? How long does it take for
a lapse in your fitness routine before
you notice an adverse affect on your
gains? p. 03.

NEWS & UPDATES
HOMESCHOOL PE coming at ya!! While school is out of session, the
Active Marion Project is pleased to offer physical activity exercises that
can be done at home. Your child’s physical activity is important to
their health and their academic achievement (and mom and dad's
mental health 😜). Every week a new, fun activity for the whole family
to enjoy, complete with a workout and video on social media of how
to play! Please email: amp@mchdt.org for more information.
Active Marion Project Webinar Series. $10 e-gift card available for
attending webinar and filling out pre and post survey. More on pg. 3

AMP IS A PROJECT OF MCHD
FIND MORE AT WWW.ACTIVEMARION.COM
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HOW FAST IS YOUR FITNESS
FADING?

TO KEEP OR
NOT TO KEEP

by Rebecca Tull, CPT, CES, AASDN Nutrition Specialist

by Brianna Liles, MS, RD, LD/N

Setbacks or scheduled breaks like holidays, vacations, illness, school,
and injury are common within one's fitness journey. This is different.
This was not a choice. Gyms are closed. The equipment you need or
like using is not readily available. Once familiar faces in group exercise
classes that kept you motivated and accountable are no longer a part of
your daily lives. How long before all the #gains you made in the gym
just disappear? Is it one week? Two weeks? Four weeks?
We measure physical fitness by:
Weight
Waist Circumference
Body Fat (%)
VO2 max (measure of aerobic fitness)
Bench Press (upper body strength)
Leg Press (lower body strength)
Sit-and-Reach (measure flexibility)

The quarantine has provided more
free time and opportunities for
families to create new healthy habits.
When I look back over the past month,
I appreciate the extra time I have had
and reflect on a few of the habits my
family has created:
Lowe's is our new best friend. We
now have time to make some
updates to our home such as
painting the front door, removed
the carpet from the staircase, and
built new furniture for the pool area.
The dogs are in the best shape of
their lives. We have been taking
them on walks in the neighborhood
and they couldnt be happier, or
more tired.
My home is sparkling clean. I
downloaded a daily cleaning routine
where each day I take 30 minutes
and focus on one room in the house
to tidy, dust, and run a quick
vacuum.
Immunity boost- I’ve been more
diligent about taking my multivitamins in order to boost my
immune system. Vitamin C is great
to help fight infections, helps to
lower blood pressure and improves
absorption of iron. Plus those sweet
chewy gummies taste great.
Bring back family dinners- Although
continuing family dinners is going
to be difficult once sports and
evening social events start back up, I
have really enjoyed spending this
extra time with my husband and
kids. My son has taken a more active
role in helping cook meals and my
daughter has actually been helping
with cleanup.

In as little as one months' time, all the #gains you made can go away!
Disheartening news for many of us who have worked hard to improve
our cardiovascular and muscular fitness. So what's the take away?
Something is always better than nothing. Don't skip that walk. Go on
a bike ride with your children. Climb those stairs if you have them. If
you're fortunate enough to have gym equipment in your house - use
it! Reach out to your friends and make yourself accountable. Do as
much as you can to preserve what you have.
Active Marion Project has many options for working out while
remaining at a safe, social distance within your home. Every Sunday a
new AMPWOW (workout of the week) is posted on our social media.
69 in all! Workouts are for kids and adults! All workouts use your own
body weight for resistance with no equipment necessary.
Modifications are shown for those with injuries or limitations.
For more information, please visit our YouTube channel
https://www.acefitness.org/education-and-resources/professional/certified/research/7469/ace-sponsoredresearch-how-fast-does-fitness-fade/

As the curve starts to flatten and
America moves to reopening our
nation, maybe there’s some habits that
you’ve created that you want to
keep...maybe there are some you want
to drop.
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NATIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
MONTH®
One and five individuals live with mental disease and more may
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Don’t be ashamed of your
story. It will inspire others.”

be experiencing anxiety or depression symptoms because of the
Coronavirus pandemic. Keeping a connection with others is a one
of the top 10 tools to stay mentally healthy, as suggested by
Mental Health America. Studies have shown that social

- Anonymous

connectivity can increase happiness, improve your health, andcan
lead to a longer life. This may seem impossible while we are told
to social distance, but here are a few suggestions on how to stay
connected, while being told to stay apart.
Use group chat websites to host a social distance dinner party,
book club, exercise class, or chat with extended family.
Join a Facebook or next-door group that share your common
interest.
Watch a live concert or church service from your car or the
Ocala drive-in.
Volunteer to be a virtual teacher
Host a neighborhood hang out in your front yard or drive way.
Ask friends to bring their own folding chairs and snacks. Enjoy
the time catching up with friends, just stay say 6 feet apart.
The ebb and flow of stress from day to day is normal. Chronic
stress can affect our health by causing increased blood pressure
and blood sugar, headaches, loss of sleep, and increase storage of
abdominal fat. But there is help out there. Mental Health
American has observed National Mental Health Month since 1949
and brings a spotlight to the importance of mental health and
stopping the stigma associated with it. More information and
resources can be found at Mental Health American website.
https://mhanational.org/

AMP WEBINAR SERIES

AMP conducted a survey to see what health topics Marion County
wanted information on. As a result, a series of Webinars have been
created for you to attend live or at your leisure. Topics include
healthy eating, weight management, fitness tips and more. If you
participate in AMP Webinars, you will be asked to take a pre and
post test, which will make you eligible to receive a $10 gift card. Find
the webinar schedule on the AMP Events page on Facebook. Follow
the links to register and complete pre-survey **Gift cards are while
supplies last and eligible for Marion County residents only!

EMOTIONAL
EATING

In times of stress or when feeling down,
many people turn to food for comfort.
This is referred to as emotional eating.
People who emotionally eat use food to
help suppress negative feelings or calm
themselves. Often feelings of guilt arise
due to unhealthy eating behaviors,
which can result in a cycle of negative
feelings, overeating, and weight gain.
Emotional eating is very common in
times of stress, like a pandemic, and is
often called "stress eating". When stress
levels are high the body releases
Cortisol. Once the stressors are resolved,
our hormones levels return to normal.
But if there is chronic stress, Cortisol is
continually flowing through the body
and causes increase appetite, drives
cravings for unhealthy foods, and
contributes to belly fat weight gain.
Emotional eating can be managed!
Finding healthy ways to reduce stress
and control negative feelings will help
reestablish good eating habits and
manage Cortisol levels. Today is a good
day to try meditation, exercise, start a
journal or seek professional support.

If you can not attend the live webinars, it will be recorded and posted
to our YouTube channel.
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